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Abstract

The study of functional genomics–particularly in non-model organisms has been dramatically im-
proved over the last few years by use of transcriptomes and RNAseq. While these studies are
potentially extremely powerful, a computationally intensive procedure–the de novo construction of
a reference transcriptome must be completed as a prerequisite to further analyses. The accurate
reference is critically important as all downstream steps, including estimating transcript abundance
are critically dependent on the construction of an accurate reference. Though a substantial amount
of research has been done on assembly, only recently have the pre-assembly procedures been studied
in detail. Specifically, several stand-alone error correction modules have been reported on, and while
they have shown to be effective in reducing errors at the level of sequencing reads, how error correc-
tion impacts assembly accuracy is largely unknown. Here, we show via use of a simulated and empiric
dataset, that applying error correction to sequencing reads has significant positive effects on assembly
accuracy, and should be applied to all datasets. A list of commands with will allow for the production
of Reptile corrected reads is available at https://gist.github.com/macmanes/5878728

Introduction1

The popularity of genome enabled biology has increased dramatically, particularly for researchers study-2

ing non-model organisms, during the last few years. For many, the primary goal of these works is to3

better understand the genomic underpinnings of adaptive (Linnen et al., 2013; Narum et al., 2013) or4

functional (Muñoz Merida et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2012) traits. While extremely promising, the study5

of functional genomics in non-model organisms typically requires the generation of a reference tran-6

scriptome to which comparisons are made. Although compared to genome assembly (Bradnam et al.,7

2013; Earl et al., 2011), transcriptome assembly is less challenging, significant hurdles still exist (see8

Francis et al. (2013); Vijay et al. (2013); Pyrkosz et al. (2013) for examples of the types of challenges).9

10

The process of transcriptome assembly is further complicated by the error-prone nature of high-throughput11

sequencing reads. With regards to Illumina sequencing, error is distributed non-randomly over the length12
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of the read, with the rate of error increasing from 5’ to 3’ end (Liu et al., 2012). These errors are over-13

whelmingly substitution errors (Yang et al., 2013), with the global error rate being between 1% and14

3%. While beyond the focus of this paper, the accuracy of de novo transcriptome assembly, sequencing15

errors may have important implications for SNP calling, and the estimation of nucleotide polymorphism16

and the estimation of transcript abundance.17

18

With regards to assembly, sequencing read error has both technical and ’real-world’ importance. Be-19

cause most transcriptome assemblers use a de Bruijn graph representation of sequence connectedness,20

sequencing error can dramatically increase the size and complexity of the graph, and thus increase both21

RAM requirements and runtime (Conway and Bromage, 2011; Pell et al., 2012). More important, how-22

ever, are their effects on assembly accuracy. Before the current work, sequence assemblers were thought23

to efficiently handle error given sufficient sequence coverage. While this is largely true, sequence error24

may lead to assembly error at the nucleotide level despite high coverage, and therefore should be cor-25

rected, if possible. In addition, there may be technical, biological, or financial reasons why extremely26

deep coverage may not be possible, therefore, a more general solution is warranted.27

28

While the vast majority of computational genomics research has focused on either assembly (Chaisson et al.,29

2004; Miller et al., 2010; Earl et al., 2011; Bradnam et al., 2013) or transcript abundance estimation30

(Soneson and Delorenzi, 2013; Marioni et al., 2008; Mortazavi et al., 2008; Pyrkosz et al., 2013), up31

until recently, research regarding the dynamics of pre-assembly procedures has largely been missing.32

However, error correction has become more popular, with several software packages becoming available33

for error correction, e.g. AllPathsLG error correction (Gnerre et al., 2011), Quake (Kelley et al.,34

2010), Echo (Kao et al., 2011), Reptile (Yang et al., 2010), SOAPdenovo (Liu et al., 2011), SGA35

(Simpson and Durbin, 2010) and Seecer (Le et al., 2013). While these packages have largely focused36

on the error correction of genomic reads (with exception to Seecer, which was designed for RNAseq37

reads), they may likely be used as effectively for RNAseq reads.38

39

Recently a review (Yang et al., 2013) evaluating several of these methods in their ability to correct40
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genomic sequence read error was published. However, the application of these techniques to RNAseq41

reads, as well as an understanding of how error correction influences accuracy of the de novo transcrip-42

tome assembly has not been evaluated. Here we aim to evaluate several of the available error correction43

methods. Though an understanding of the error correction process itself, including it’s interaction with44

coverage may be a useful exercise, our initial efforts described here, focus on the the effects of error cor-45

rection on assembly, the resource which forms the basis of all downstream (e.g. differential expression,46

SNP calling) steps.47

48

To accomplish this, we simulated 30 million paired-end Illumina reads and assembled uncorrected reads,49

as well as reads corrected by each of the evaluated correction methods, which were chosen to represent50

the breadth of computational techniques used for sequence read error correction. Though we focus on51

the simulated dataset, we corroborate our findings through use of an empirically derived Illumina dataset.52

For both datasets, we evaluate assembly content, number of errors incorporated into the assembly, and53

mapping efficiency in an attempt to understand the effects of error correction on assembly. Although54

Illumina is just one of the available high-throughput sequencing technologies currently available, we55

chose to limit our investigation to this single, most widely used technology, though similar investigations56

will become necessary as the sequencing technology evolves.57

58

Because the de novo assembly is a key resource for all subsequent studies of gene expression and allelic59

variation, the production of an error-free reference is absolutely critical. Indeed, error in the reference60

itself will have potential impacts on the results of downstream analyses. These types of error may be61

particularly problematic in de novo assemblies of non-model organisms, where experimental validation62

of sequence accuracy may be impossible. Though methods for the correction of sequencing reads have63

been available for the last few years, their adoption has been limited, seemingly because a demonstration64

of their effects has been lacking. Here, we show that error correction has a large effect on assembly65

quality, and therefore argue that it should become a routine part of workflow involved in processing Illu-66

mina mRNA sequence data. Though this initial work focuses on the results of error correction; arguably67

the most logical candidate for study, future work will attempt to gain a deeper understanding of error68
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in the error correction process itself.69

70

Results71

Thirty million 100nt paired-end (PE) reads were simulated using the program Flux Simulator72

(Griebel et al., 2012). Simulated reads were based on the coding portion of the Mus musculus genome73

and included coverage of about 60k transcripts with average depth of 70X. Thirty million reads were sim-74

ulated as this corresponds to the sequencing effort suggested by (Francis et al., 2013) as an appropriate75

effort, balancing coverage with the accumulation of errors, particularly in non-model animal transcrip-76

tomics. These reads were qualitatively similar to several published datasets (MacManes and Lacey, 2012;77

Chen et al., 2011). Sequence error was simulated to follow the well-characterized Illumina error profile78

(Supplementary Figure 1). Similarly, patterns of gene expressions were typical of many mammalian79

tissues (Supplementary Figure 2), and follows a Poisson distribution with lambda=1 (Auer and Doerge,80

2011; Hu et al., 2011; Jiang and Wong, 2009).81

82

In addition to the simulated dataset, error correction was applied to an empirically derived Illumina83

dataset. This dataset consists of 50 million 76nt paired-end Illumina sequence reads from Mus muscu-84

lus mRNA, and is available as part of the Trinity software package (Haas et al., 2013; Grabherr et al.,85

2011). Because we were interested in comparing the two datasets, we randomly selected 30 mil-86

lion PE reads from the total 50 million reads for analyses. The simulated read dataset is available87

at https://www.dropbox.com/s/mp8fu0tijox69ki/simulated.reads.tar.gz, while the empirical88

dataset is at https://www.dropbox.com/s/rkl0ihqom28smb2/empiric.reads.tar.gz. [Of note,89

these datasets are to be moved to Dryad upon acceptance for publication. ]90

91

Error correction of the simulated and empiric datasets was completed using the Seecer, AllPath-92

sLG, SGA, andReptile error correction modules. Details regarding the specific numbers of nucleotide93

changes and the proportion of reads being affected are detailed in (Table 1). Despite the fact that each94

software package attempted to solve the same basic problem, runtime considerations and results were95
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quite different. Trinity assembly using the uncorrected simulated reads produced an assembly con-96

sisting of 78.43Mb, while the assembly of empirically derived reads was 74.24Mb.97

98

Table 199

100

Simulated Dataset Total Reads Num reads corr Num nt corr Runtime

Raw reads 30M PE n/a n/a n/a

AllPathsLG Corr. 30M PE ? 139,592,317 ∼ 8hrs

Sga Corr. 30M PE ? 19,826,919 ∼ 38 minutes

Reptile Corr. 30M PE 2,047,088 7,782,594 ∼ 3 hours

Seecer Corr. 30M PE 8,782,350 14,033,709 ∼ 5 hours

101

Table 1. Number of raw sequencing reads, sequencing reads corrected, nu-102

cleotides (nt) corrected, and approximate runtime for each of the datasets.103

Note that neither AllPaths nor Sga provides information regarding the num-104

ber of reads affected by the correction process.105

Simulated Data106

Analyses focused on a high-confidence subset of the data, as defined as being 99% similar to the reference107

over at least 90% of its length. The high-confidence subset of the simulated uncorrected read assembly108

(n=38459 contigs) contained approximately 54k nucleotide mismatches (Figure 1), corresponding to an109

mean error rate of 1.40 mismatches per contig (SD=7.38, max=178). There did not appear to be an110

observe an obvious relationship between gene expression and the quality of the assembled transcripts111

(Figure 2). While the rate of error is low, and indeed a testament to the general utility the de Bruijn112

graph approach for sequence assembly, a dramatic improvement in accuracy would be worth pursuing,113

if possible.114

115

Error correction of simulated reads using Reptile was a laborious process, with multiple (>5) indi-116

vidual executions of the program required for parameter optimization. While each individual run was117
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relatively quick, the total time exceed 12 hours, with manual intervention and decision making required118

at each execution. Error correction resulted in the correction of 7.8M nucleotides (of a total ∼ 5B119

nucleotides contained in the sequencing read dataset). The resultant assembly contains an average of120

1.23 mismatches per contig (SD=6.46, max=152). The absolute number of errors decreased by ∼ 12%121

(Figure 1), which represents substantial improvement, particularly given that the high confidence subset122

of the Reptile-corrected assembly was the largest (n= 38670 contigs) of any of the methods (Table 2).123

124

Figure 1125
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Fig. 1. The global estimate of nucleotide mismatch decreases with error cor-127

rection. The assembly done with Reptile corrected reads has approximately128

10% fewer errors than does the raw read assembly.129

AllPathsLG error correction software implemented by far the most aggressive correction, selected130

optimized parameters in an automated fashion, and did so within a 4 hour runtime. AllPathsLG131

corrected nearly 140M nucleotides (again, out of a total ∼ 5B nucleotides contained in the sequencing132

reads), which resulted in a final assembly with 52706 nucleotide errors, corresponding to a decrease in133

error of approximately 2.7%.134

135
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Seecer, is the only dedicated error-correction software package dedicated to RNAseq reads. Though136

Seecer is expected to handle RNAseq datasets better than the other correction programs, its results137

were disappointing. More than 14 million nucleotides were changed, affecting approximately 8.8M se-138

quencing reads. Upon assembly 54,574 nucleotide errors remained, which is equivalent to the number139

of errors contained in the assembly of uncorrected reads.140

141

Figure 2142
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Fig. 2. The number of nucleotide mismatches in a given contig is not related to144

gene expression. On average, in the assembly of uncorrected simulated reads,145

poorly expressed transcripts are no more error prone than are highly expressed146

transcripts.147

Lastly, Sga error correction was implemented on the simulated read dataset. Sga, is the fastest of148

all error correction modules, and finished correcting the simulated dataset in 38 minutes. The software149

applied corrections to 19.8M nucleotides. It’s correction resulted in a modest improvement in error,150
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with a reduction in error of approximately 4% over the assembly of uncorrected errors.151

152

Assembly content, aside from fine–scaled differences at the nucleotide level, as described above, were153

equivalent. Assemblies consisted of between 63,099 (Reptile) – 65,468 (Seecer) putative transcripts154

greater than 200nt in length. N50 ranged from 2319 (Reptile) – 2403nt (Sga). The high-confidence155

portion of the assemblies ranged in size from 38407 contigs (Seecer assembly) to 38670 contigs in the156

Reptile assembly. Assemblies are detailed in Table 2, and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.725715.157

158

Table 2159

160

Dataset Error Corr. Method Raw Assembly Size High Conf. Size

Simulated Reads

None 64491 (78Mb) 38459 (27Mb)

AllPathsLG 64682 (78Mb) 38628 (27Mb)

Sga 65059 (80Mb) 38619 (27Mb)

Reptile 63099 (73Mb) 38670 (25Mb)

Seecer 65468 (80Mb) 38407 (27Mb)

Empiric Reads

None 57338 (74Mb) 21406 (24Mb)

AllPathsLG 53884 (66Mb) 21204 (23Mb)

Sga 56707 (75Mb) 21323 (24Mb)

Reptile 53780 (60Mb) 21850 (22Mb)

Seecer 57311 (75Mb) 21268 (24Mb)

161

Table 2. Assembly details. High confidence datasets included only contigs that162

matched a single reference, had sequence similarity >99%, and covered ≥ 90%163

of length of reference.164

8
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The proportion of reads mapping to each assembled dataset was equivalent as well, ranging from 92.44%165

using raw reads to 94.89% in Sga corrected reads. Assemblies did not appear to differ in general patterns166

of contiguity, (Figure 3), though it should be noted that the most successful error corrector, Reptile167

had both the smallest assembly size and largest number of high confidence contigs. Taken together,168

these patterns suggest that error correction may have a significant effect on the structure of assembly;169

though its major effects are in enhancing resolution at the level of the nucleotide. Indeed, while we did170

not find, nor expect to find large differences in these global metrics, we do expect to see a significant171

effect on transcriptome based studies of marker development and population genetics, which are en-172

deavors fundamentally linked to polymorphism, estimates of which can easily be confused by sequence173

error.174

175

Empirical Data176

The high-confidence subset of the uncorrected empirical read assembly (n=21406 contigs) contained177

approximately 14.7k nucleotide mismatches, corresponding to an mean error rate of .68 mismatches178

per contig (SD=3.60 max=197). Error correction procedures were implemented as described above.179

Indeed, the resultant pattens of correction were recapitulated. Error correction using Reptile were180

most favorable, and resulted in a reduction in the number of nucleotide errors by more than 10%, to181

approximately 13k. As above, the high-confidence portion of the Reptile-corrected dataset was the182

largest, with 21580 contigs, which is slightly larger that the assembly of uncorrected reads. Similar to183

what was observed in the simulated dataset, the high-confidence portion of the AllPaths corrected184

assembly was the smallest of any of the datasets, and contained the most error. Of interest, the Sga185

correction performed well, similar to as in simulated reads, decreasing error by more than 9%.186

187

Empirical assemblies contained between 53780 (Reptile) and 57338 (uncorrected assembly) contigs188

greater than 200nt in length. N50 ranged from between 2412 (Reptile) and 2666nt (Seecer) in189

length. As above, assemblies did not differ widely in their general content or structure; instead effects190

were limited to differences at nucleotide level. Assemblies are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.725715.191
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Fig. 3. Assembly contiguity did not vary significantly between assemblies195

of reads using the different error correction methods. Each error correction196

methods, as well as assembly of raw reads, produced an assembly that is dom-197

inated by full length (both start and stop codon present) or nearly full length198

assembled transcripts.199

Discussion200

Though the methods for error correction have become increasingly popular within the last few years,201

their adoption in general genome or transcriptome assembly pipelines has lagged. One potential reason202

for this lag has been that their effects on assembly, particularly in RNAseq, has not been demonstrated.203

Here, we attempt to evaluate the effects of four different error correction algorithms on assembly- ar-204

guably the step upon which all downstream steps (e.g. differential expression, functional genomics, SNP205
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discovery, etc.) is based. We use both simulated and empirically derived data to show a significant206

effect of correction on assembly– especially when using the error corrector Reptile. This particular207

method, while relatively labor intensive to implement, reduces error by more than 10%, and results in208

a larger high-confidence subset relative to other methods. Aside from a reduction in the total number209

of errors, Reptile correction both reduced variation in nucleotide error, and reduced the maximum210

number of errors in a single contig.211

212

Interesting, Seecer, the only error correction method designed for RNAseq reads, performed relatively213

poorly. In simulated reads, Seecer slightly increased the number of errors in the assembly, though with214

applied to empirically derived reads, results were more favorable, decreasing error by ∼ 3%. Though215

the effects of coverage on correction efficiency were not explored in the manuscript describing Seecer216

(Le et al., 2013), their empirical dataset contained nearly 90 million sequencing reads, a size 3X larger217

than the dataset we analyze here. Future work investigating the effects of coverage on error correction218

is necessary.219

220

In addition to this, how error correction interacts with the more complicated reconstructions, splice221

variants for instance, is an outstanding question. Indeed, reads traversing a splicing junction may222

be particularly problematic for error correctors, as coverage on opposite sides of the junction may223

be different owing to differences in isoform expression, which could masquerade as error. Alternative224

splicing is known to negatively affect both assembly and mapping (Vijay et al., 2013; Sammeth, 2009;225

Pyrkosz et al., 2013), and given that many computational strategies are shared between these techniques226

and error correction suggests that similarly, error correction should be affected by splicing. Indeed, many227

of the most error-rich contigs were those where multiple isoforms were present. As such, considering this228

potential source of error in error correction should be considered during error correction. Computational229

strategies that distinguish these alternative splicing events from real error are currently being developed.230

231

The effects of read coverage on the efficiency of error correction are likely strong. Aside from the232

suggestion that Seecer’s relatively poor performance owed to low coverage data relative to the dataset233
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tested during the development of that software (Le et al., 2013), other supporting evidence exists.234

Approximately 5% of reads are miscorrected. When looking at a sample (n=50000) of these reads, the235

contig to which that read maps is on average more lowly expressed than appropriately corrected reads236

(Figure 4, Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 574733, p-value = 0.00022), which suggests that low coverage237

may reduce the efficiency of error correction. In addition, miscorrected reads, whose average expression238

is lower, tend to have more corrections than to the appropriately corrected reads (Figure 5, t test, t =239

-2.1755, df = 7164.8, p-value = 0.029).240
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Fig. 4. Reads miscorrected by Reptile have lower expression, on average,243

than to appropriately corrected reads.244

Figure 5245
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Fig. 5. Reads miscorrected by Reptile have more corrections, on average,247

than to appropriately corrected reads.248

Though sequence read error correction failed to have a large effect on global assembly metrics, there249

was substantial improvement at the nucleotide level. Indeed, these more fine scaled effects are both250

harder to assay, particularly in non-model organisms, and also potentially more damaging. For instance,251

one popular application for transcriptome assembly is population genomics. Most population genomics252

analysis are fundamentally based on estimates of polymorphism, and higher polymorphism, stemming253

from error, may bias results in unpredictable ways. In addition to error’s effects on estimation of poly-254

morphism, researchers interested in studying functional biology may also be impacted. Here, insertion255

errors may create nonsensical amino acid translation of a coding sequence, while more common sub-256

stitution errors may form premature stop codons. Though errors remain even after error correction, a257

reduction in magnitude of error is certainly something worth pursuing.258
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Methods259

Because we were interested in understanding the effects of error correction on the assembly of vertebrate260

transcriptome assembly, we elected to use coding sequences greater than 200nt in length from the Mus261

musculus reference genome (GRCm37.71), available at http://uswest.ensembl.org/Mus_musculus/Info/Index.262

Thirty million 100nt paired-end Illumina reads were simulated with the program Flux Simulator263

(Griebel et al., 2012) which attempts to simulate a realistic Illumina RNAseq dataset, incorporating264

biases related to library construction and sequencing. Thirty million PE reads were simulated as this265

sequencing effort was suggested to be optimal for studies of whole-animal non-model transcriptomes266

(Francis et al., 2013). Sequencing error increased along the length of the read, as per program default.267

Patterns of gene expression were modeled to follow patterns typically seen in studies of Eukaryotic268

gene expression. The Flux Simulator requires the use of a parameter file, which is available at269

https://gist.github.com/macmanes/5859902.270

271

In addition to analyses conducted on a simulated dataset, we used the well-characterized mouse dataset272

included with the Trinity software package (http://sourceforge.net/projects/trinityrnaseq/files/misc/MouseRNASEQ/mouse_SS_rnaseq.50M.fastqs.tgz/download)273

to validate the observed patterns using an empirically derived dataset. To enable comparison between274

the simulated and empiric dataset, we randomly selected a subset of this dataset consisting of 30 million275

PE reads.276

277

Quality metrics for simulated and experimental raw reads were generated using the program Solex-278

aQA (Cox et al., 2010), and visualized using R (R Core Development Team, 2011). Patterns of gene279

expression were validated using the software packages Bowtie2 (Trapnell et al., 2010) and eXpress280

(Roberts and Pachter, 2012). All computational work was performed on a 16-core 36GB RAM Linux281

Ubuntu workstation.282

283

Error correction was performed on both simulated and empirical datasets using four different error cor-284

rection software packages. These included Seecer, AllPathsLG error correction, Reptile, and285

Sga. These specific methods were chosen in an attempt to cover the breadth of analytical methods286
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currently used for error correction. Indeed, each of these programs implements a different computational287

strategy for error correction, and therefore their success, and ultimate effects on assembly accuracy are288

expected to vary. In addition, several of these packages have been included in a recent review of error289

correction methods, with one of these (Reptile) having been shown to be amongst the most accurate290

(Yang et al., 2013).291

292

Though error correction has been a part of the AllPathsLG genome assembler for the past sev-293

eral versions, only recently has a stand-along version of their python-based error correction module294

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/allpaths-lg/blog/?p=577), which leverages sev-295

eral of the AllPaths subroutines, become available. With exception to the minimum kmer frequency,296

which was set to 0 (unique kmers retained in the final corrected dataset), the AllPathsLG error cor-297

rection software was run using default settings for correcting errors contained within the raw sequencing298

reads. Code for running the program is available at https://gist.github.com/macmanes/5859931.299

300

Error correction using the software package Reptile requires the optimization of several parameters301

via an included set of scripts, and therefore several runs of the program. To correct errors contained302

within the raw dataset, we set kmer size to 25 (KmerLen=25), and the maximum error rate to 2%303

(MaxErrRare=0.02). Kmer=25 was selected to most closely match the kmer size used by the assem-304

bler Trinity. We empirically determined optimal values for T expGoodCnt and T card using multiple305

independent program executions. Reptile requires the use of a parameter file, which is available at306

https://gist.github.com/macmanes/5859947.307

308

The software package SGA was also used to correct simulated and empiric Illumina reads. This pro-309

gram, like AllPaths-LG, allows its error correction module to be applied independent of the rest of310

the pipeline. These preliminary steps, preprocessing, indexing, and error correction were run with default311

settings, with exception to the kmer size, which was set to 25.312

313

Lastly, the software package Seecer was used to error correct the raw read dataset. The software314
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package is fundamentally different than the other packages, in that it was designed for with RNAseq315

reads in mind. We ran Seecer using default settings.316

317

Transcriptome assemblies were generated using the default settings of the program Trinity (Grabherr et al.,318

2011). Code for running Trinity is available at https://gist.github.com/macmanes/5859956.319

Assemblies were evaluated using a variety of different metrics. First, Blast+ (Camacho et al., 2009)320

was used to match assembled transcripts to their reference. TransDecoder (http://transdecoder.sourceforge.net/)321

was used to identify full-length transcripts. For analysis of nucleotide mismatch, we elected to analyze322

a ’high-confidence’ portion of out dataset as multiple hits and low quality BLAT matches could signif-323

icantly bias results. To subset the data, we chose to include only contigs whose identity was ≥ 99%324

similar to, and covering at least 90% of the reference sequence. The program Blat (Kent, 2002)325

was used to identify and count nucleotide mismatches between reconstructed transcripts in the high-326

confidence datasets and their corresponding reference. Differences were visualized using the program R.327

328

Conclusions329

To evaluate the effects of correction of sequencing error on assembly accuracy, we generated a simulated330

Illumina dataset, which consisted of 30M paired-end reads. In addition, we applied the selected error331

correction strategy to an empirically derived Mus musculus dataset. We attempted error correction332

using four popular error correction software packages, and evaluated their effect on assembly. Though333

originally developed with genome sequencing in mind, we found that all tested methods do correct mR-334

NAseq reads, and increase assembly accuracy, though Reptile appeared to have the most favorable335

effect. This study demonstrates the utility of error correction, and proposes that it become a routine336

step in the processing of Illumina sequence data.337

338
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